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ABSTRACT 
This paper is concerned with spectral properties of an integral operator with a 
nonnegative continuous kernel. Various conditions are given for the existence of a 
positive eigenvalue of maximum modulus, its simplicity, and the existence of a 
corresponding positive eigenfunction. Other results describe the distribution of 
secondary eigenvalues. The operators considered include those with stochastic ker- 
nels and those with irreducible kernels. In addition to new results, simple new proofs 
are given for fundamental properties of operators with positive kernels. The analysis 
involves collectively compact operator approximation theory, transpose operators, the 
spectral mapping theorem, and an extremal characterization of the spectral radius. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with spectral properties of an integral operator 
with a nonnegative continuous kernel. Various conditions are given for the 
existence of a positive eigenvalue of maximum modulus, its simplicity, and 
the existence of a corresponding positive eigenfunction. Other results de- 
scribe the distribution of secondary eigenvalues. The operators considered 
include those with stochastic kernels and those with irreducible kernels. In 
addition to new results, simple new proofs are given for fundamental 
properties of operators with positive kernels. The analysis involves collec- 
tively compact operator approximation theory, transpose operators, the 
spectral mapping theorem, and an extremal characterization of the spectral 
radius. 
*Dedicated to Professor Alston S. Householder. 
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Let K be an integral operator on C [0, l] with a nonnegative continuous 
kernel k. Numerical integration yields numerical-integral operators K,,, n 
=1,2,..., essentially equivalent to finite matrix operators. The collectively 
compact theory reveals precisely how the spectral properties of K and K,, are 
related as n+ cc. This greatly facilitates the extension to K of basic spectral 
properties of positive or nonnegative matrices. Indeed, one of the purposes 
of this paper is to demonstrate the value of the collectively compact theory 
as a means for deriving spectral properties of integral operators from their 
matrix counterparts. The collectively compact theory is used also to extend 
properties for positive kernels to nonnegative kernels. 
Some of the main results are as follows. If k(s, t) > 0 almost everywhere in 
a neighborhood of the open diagonal s = t, then K has a positive simple 
eigenvalue X of maximum modulus with a corresponding eigenfunction 
positive almost everywhere, and h is the only nonzero eigenvalue of K with a 
nonnegative eigenfunction. If K has a stochastic kernel (i.e., each t-integral 
of k(s, t) is unity), then every eigenvalue A# 1 of K satisfies 
Integral operators with irreducible kernels, defined analogously to irreduc- 
ible matrices, are studied in detail. Such kernels have important interpreta- 
tions in terms of stochastic processes. It is shown that important properties of 
nonnegative irreducible matrices carry over to an operator K with a non- 
negative irreducible kernel. Thus, K has a positive simple eigenvalue A of 
maximum modulus with a corresponding positive eigenfunction, and A is the 
only nonzero eigenvalue of K with a nonnegative eigenfunction. There exists 
4 2 1 such that the eigenvalues of maximum modulus are & =Ae2*P/9, 
p=O,l,..., 9 - 1, and the spectrum of K is invariant under rotation by the 
angle 2m/q. 
A sequel to this paper will deal with spectral properties of integral 
operators with totally positive kernels [8]. 
2. GENERAL NOTATION 
Let X be a complex Banach space and [X] the space of bounded linear 
operators on X. Let T,+T denote pointwise convergence of operators in 
[Xl, i.e., IIT,r- Tx\1-~0 as n-+cc for each rEX. 
As usual, p(T) and u(T) are the resolvent set and spectrum of an operator 
T E[X]. Thus, 
p(T)={X:(h-T)%[X]}, 
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and U(T) is the complement of p(T). The spectrum a( 7’) is nonvoid, 
compact, and contains the eigenvalues of T. Let 
r(T)=max{]h]:hEu(T)}, 
the spectral radius of T. 
An operator K E [X] is compact if the set { Kx : 11 XII < l} is relatively 
compact. Every nonzero hE a(K) is an eigenvalue of K with finite 
(geometric) multiplicity d(h, K), which is the dimension of the corresponding 
generalized eigenmanifold. The eigenvalues of K are finite in number or 
form a sequence converging to zero. 
3. COLLECTIVELY COMPACT OPERATOR 
APPROXIMATION THEORY 
‘A set x c[X] is collectively compact if {Kx: llxll < l,K E x} is rela- 
tively compact. Clearly, every K E % is compact. 
An operator approximation theory based on pointwise convergence and 
collective compactness is developed in [l]. Much of the theory pertains to 
operators K, K,, E [Xl, n = 1,2,. . . , such that 
(a) K is compact, 
(b) {K,,} is collectively compact, 
(c) K,+K. 
Some of the spectral relations between K and K,, are as follows. 
(d) Any neighborhood of a(K) contains a(&) for all n sufficiently large. 
(e) AEu(K) iff there exist A,,Eu(K,) such that &,+A. 
(f) r(K,)+r(K)* 
(g) Let X E u( K ), h#O, and &? a closed neighborhood of A disjoint from 
u(K) - {A}. Define a,, = a( K,) n il. Then, for all n sufficiently large, 
d(M)= x +,K,). 
PE% 
(h) Assume AEU(K),X,EU(K,),A,~X#O,K,X,=~X,, and {x,} bounded. 
Then there exists x E X such that Kx=hx and x,-+x through some 
subsequence. 
By way of illustration, the proof of (h) will be sketched. For n sufficiently 
large, ]a] > ]A]/2 and x, =q’K,,x,,. By (b), {x,,} is relatively compact. So 
there exists x E X such that x,-+x through some subsequence. It follows from 
(c) that Kx=Ax. The other results depend on operational calculus. 
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4. DISCRETIZATION OF INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
Let C be the Banach space of continuous, complex functions x(t), 
O< t< 1, with the uniform norm, 11x11 =maxlx(t)j. Let K be an integral 
operator on C , 
(Kx)(S)=lolk(s,t)x(t)dl, o< t< 1, 
with a continuous kernel k. Approximations K,,, n = 1,2,. . . , are determined 
by means of numerical integration with, for convenience, the rectangular 
quadrature formula: 
It follows from the Arzeli-Ascoli theorem and 
+ 2 x( j/n)+Jl*(t)dt, xE C , 
i=l 0 
that the operators K and K, satisfy (a)-(c) and, hence (d)-(h). 
Consider the eigenvalue problem Kx=hx: 
J 
1 
k(s,t)x(t)dt=Ax(s), O< s< 1. 
0 
Corresponding eigenvalue problems are K,x,, = Lx,,: 
i ,$ k(s,i/n);r,( i/n) =&xn(s), o < s < 1. 
1-l 
This equation determines x,(s) in terms of X~ ( j/n), i = 1,. . . ,n, if h, #O. 
Therefore, for A,, #O, K,,x, = A,,x, is equivalent to the matrix eigenvalue 
problem K,v,, =&v,: 
i ,$ k(i/n,i/n)v,i=A,,v,,i, i=l,..., n, 
1-l 
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where v, = ( onI, . . . , v,,) and x, are related by 
Uni=xn( i/n), 
Hence, K, and the matrix 
i,= ;k(i/n,j/n) 1 
have the same nonzero eigenvalues, and 
r(K,) = r(Q. 
5. POSITIVE MATRICES 
Let P= [ pji] be a positive n X n matrix, i.e., every pii > 0. Let 
cu=minpii, /?=ma.xpii. 
The following theorems include some of the fundamental properties of 
positive matrices. Elegant proofs are given by Ostrowski [12,13]. 
THEOREM 5.1. [14] The spectral radius r(P) is a positive simple eigen- 
value of P with a corresponding positive eigenvector, and r(P) is the unique 
eigenvalue of P with maximum modulus. 
THEOREM 5.2. [3] For v = (q, . . , ,v,,) > 0, 
min ---? ( r(P) ( max Q%. 
uw 
i ‘i i f-4 
In particular, for v = (1, , , . ,l), 
na < min 5 pii < r(P) < miax i P,~ ( n/3. 
i=l i=l 
THEOREM 5.3. [5] Zf h E a(P) and A# r(P), then 
P-a 
IXI< p + Ly r(P). 
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6. POSITIVE INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
Let K be an integral operator on C with a positive continuous kernel k. 
Let 
m=mink(s,t), M=maxk(s,t). 
The foregoing theorems on positive matrices have analogues for K. We shall 
give very short-proofs of the analogous theorems based on the approxima- 
tions K, and K,, introduced in, Section 4. The operators K and K,, satisfy 
(a)-(h) of Section 3, and each K,, is a positive matrix. 
THEOREM 6.1. For XE C and x>O, 
In particular, for x(s)3 1, 




Proof. Define v,= (o,r ,..., u,,), where q,,= x(i/n). Since (E?,v,)~= 
(K,x) (i/n) and r(K,) = r(E?,), Theorem 5.1 yields, 
min (K,x)(i/n) < r(K ) < max (&P)(W) 
1 x(i/n) ’ ” ’ i x(i/n) ’ 
Since K,x-+Kx uniformly and r(K,)+r( K), the theorem follows. 
THEOREM 6.2. [5] Zf AEa(K) and X#r(K), then 
IhI < zr(K). 
Proof. Let 
m,= n$k(i/n,j/n), M,,= yxk(i/n,j/n). 
Then m,,+m and M,+M. By Theorem 5.3, if &Ea(K,,) and h,#r(K,), 
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then 
Now (e) of Section 3 yields the theorem. 
THEOREM 6.3. [6] The spectral radius r(K) is a positive simple eigenva- 
lue of K with a corresponding positive eigenfunction, and r(K) is the unique 
eigenvalue of K with maximum modulus. 
Proof. By Theorem 6.1, r(K) > 0. Theorem 5.1 and the relations be- 
tween K, and K, imply that r(K,,) is a simple eigenvalue of K,, with a 
corresponding positive eigenfunction x,,. For convenience, ]]x,]] = 1. By (f), 
T(K,)+T(K). Then r(K)f~a(K) f rom (e) or from Theorem 6.2, which also 
impl’ies that r( K ) is the unique eigenvalue of K with maximum modulus. By 
(d), (g), and Theorem 6.2, r(K) is simple. By (h), there exists xE C such that 
x,+x through a subsequence, x > 0, I] xl] = 1, and Kx = r( K )x, which im- 
ply x>O. (The full sequence {x,,} converges to x since the conditions Kx= 
r(K)x, llxll= 1, x>O, determine x uniquely.) 
A few additional properties of integral operators with positive kernels will 
be needed. The analysis will depend on the scalar product 
(x,y)= lx(t) y(t) dt, x,y~ C , 
and the integral operator K* on C with the kernel k*(s, t) = k(t,s), which is 
continuous and positive. Relations between K and K* include: 
(Kx,y)=(x,K*y), 
a(K*)= { x :&r(K)}, 
r(K*)=r(K), 
d(X,K)=d(X,K*), 
(x,y)=O if Kx=Xx, K*y=py, p#x, A,p#O. 
It follows from the last result that r(K) is the only nonzero eigenvalue of K 
with a nonnegative eigenfunction. 
Theorem 6.1 is strengthened as follows. 
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THEOREM 6.4. 
r(K)=max{h:3x#O,n:>O,Ax<Kx}, 
r(K) =min{A: 3x#O,x 2 0,hx > Kx}, 
where the extremu are attained only for x > 0, Kx = r( K)x. 
Proof. Let r=r(K)=r(K*). Th ere exists y > 0 such that K* y = y, Let 
x#O,x>O, and AxGKx. Then (x,y)>O and 
So A<r. If X=T then ((r-K)x,y)=(x,(r-K*)y)=O and, hence, (r-K)x 
=O. This establishes the maximal characterization of r(K). The minimal 
characterization is proved similarly. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let L be an integral operator on C with a continuous 
kernel Z(s, t). If IZ(s, t)l < k(s, t) then r(L) < r(K). 
Proof. Let Lx=hx,x#O. Then IhlIxl=ILxl< KjxI. By Theorem 6.4, 
]h] < r(K). Th ere ore f r(L) < r(K). Another proof is based on the classical 
mat@ form of this theorem, which is due to Frobenius. Thus, r(L,) = r(L,) 
< r(K,)= r(K,) and (f) imply r(L) < r(K). 
Theorem 6.5 does not seem to appear in the literature. Also, Theorem 6.1 
does not appear explicitly as far as we know; however, the final inequality in 
Theorem 6.1 appears in [15], and the full theorem can be deduced from 
some general properties of positive operators developed in [7] or [9]. The 
latter references also contain the extremal characterizations of r(K) in 
Theorem 6.4; however, they do not include the fact that the extrema are 
achieved only for the positive eigenvectors of r(K). 
Some of the foregoing results and a number of additional properties will 
be obtained for certain classes of integral operators with nonnegative kernels. 
Although a few of the results are variants of known theorems, our con- 
clusions are generally sharper and the proofs simpler. 
7. INTEGRAL OPERATORS WITH NONNEGATIVE KERNELS 
Henceforth, K is an integral operator on C with a nonnegative con- 
tinuous kernel k. 
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THEOREM 7.1. r(K) E a(K) and 
(Kx) (4 
min-<r(K)< mSaxv for r>O. 
S x(s) 
If T( K ) > 0 then r(K) has a corresponding nonnegative eigenfunction. Zf 
IZ(s,t)l<k(s,t) then r(L)<r(K). If there exists x#O such that x20 and 
Ax < Kx, then A < r(K). 
Proof, To prove the last assertion, let p> r(K). Then 
* K”x p(p-K)-lx= 2 F > 
n=O 
So h < p and A < r(K). Let l?, be the integral operator on C with the 
po$tive continuous kernel k + l[ n. The K,, has the proBerties in Section 6, 
{K,} is col@tively compact, Ilr<, - K [I+0 and, hence, K,,+K. Let T; r(K) 
and rn = r(K,,). By (f), r,+r. By (e), r~ o(K). Apply Theorem 6.1 to K,, and 
let n-+oo to obtain the second assertion of the theorem. Now suppose T > 0. 
By Theorem 6.3 there exist x,, >0 such that K,x, = r”x, and Ilx,ll= 1. By (h), 
there exists x #0 such that x > 0 and Kr = IX Finally, we can prove that 
r(L) < r(K) if IZ(s, t)l Q k(s, t) as for Theorem 6.5. 
Some additional notation will be needed for the subsequent analysis. Let 
kc”) denote the kernel for K”, defined inductively by 
Each kc”) is continuous and nonnegative. Let T(K) denote the trace of K: 
T(K) = l’k(s,s)ds. 
Then T(K) > 0, and T(K) >0 iff k(s,s) >0 for some s. 
THEOREM 7.2. If T(K”)>O for some n, then r(K)>O. 
Proof. Since r(K”) = T(K)“, we may assume that T(K) > 0. Then there 
exist a, b, c, such that 0 < a < b < 1 and k(s, t) > c > 0 for s, t E [a, b]. Consider 
the eigenvalue problem Kx=Xx with x restricted to [a, b]. By Theorem 6.1 
and a change of variables, there exist h > c( b - a) and x E C [a, b] such that 
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x>O and 
s bk(s,t)x(t)dt=Ar(s), a<s<b. a 
Define x(s) for O< s < 1 by this equation. Then XE C, x#O, x>O, and 
Ax< Kx. By Theorem 7.1, r(K)>X> c(b-a). 
The proof of Theorem 7.2 also yields: If k is restricted to a subsquare 
[a, b] x [a, b] of the unit square, then the spectral radius of the integral 
operator induced by k on C [a, b] is not greater than r(K). This generalizes 
the well-known property that, for P= (pit) a nonnegative matrix, r(P) > pti 
for all i. 
THEOREM 7.3. Assume k > 0 a.e.. Then r( K ) is a positive simple ei- 
genvalue of K with a corresponding eigenfunction x > 0 a.e., and r(K) is the 
only nonzero eigenvalue of K with a nonnegative eigenfunction. 
Proof. Equivalently, assume that for almost all s (or t), k(s, t) >0 for 
almost all t (or s). It follows that T(K “) > 0. By Theorems 7.2 and 7.1, 
r = r( K ) > 0 and there exists x # 0 such that x > 0 and Kx = RX, which imply 
x >0 a.e.. Suppose that T is not a simple eigenvalue of-K. Define K,,,r,,x,,, 
and x as in the proof of Theorem 7.1. Thus, r,, = r(K,), r,+r, xn > O,Z?,,x,, 
= r,,x,,, and x,+x through a subsequecce. N_ote that r = r(K*) and r is not a 
simple eigenvalue of K *. Also, r,, = r(K,f), fK,*}. is collectively compact, and 
K,*+K*. l3y (g), there exist p,, E u(i?,*) and yn E C such that pL, 
#r,,,p,,+r,K,*yn=~yn, and 1) ynll=l. Then (x”,y,,)=O. By (h), there exists 
y # 0 such that K* y = ry and (x, y) = 0. Since x > 0 a.e., it follows that y < 0 
on a set of positive measure. Therefore, 
rl yl=IK*yl<K*l yI a.e., 
r(x,l yl) <(x,K*l yI)=(W YI)= r(x,l YI), 
a contradiction. So r is simple. The final assertion of the theorem is proved as 
in Section 6. 
Theorem 7.3 will be strengthened with the aid of the following auxiliary 
material. Let O<e<l/M, where M=maxk(s,t). Then 
(I-cK)-‘= 5 C’K”E[C], 
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where the series converges in operator norm. Define 
Then KC is the integral operator on C with the continuous kernel 
k,(s,t)= np”+“(s,t), 
where the series converges uniformly. Furthermore 
and there is a one-to-one correspondence between a(K) and a(K,): X+ for 
hea and A,Eu(K,) iff 
&=X(1-Q, X=&(l+eXJ’. 
The eigenmanifolds and generalized eigenmanifolds for A coincide with those 
for A,. So d(A, K)=d(A,,K,). In particular, r(K)tir(K,). Thus, r(K) is a 
simple eigenvalue of K iff r(K,) is a simple eigenvalue of KC. 
THEOREM 7.4. Assume k( s, t) > 0 for almost all (s, t) in some neigh- 
borhood of {(s,s):O<s<l}. Th en r(K) is a positive simple eigenvalue of K 
with a corresponding eigenfunction x > 0 a.e., r(K) is the unique eigenvalue 
of K with modulus r(K), and r(K) is the only nonzero eigenualue of K with 
a nonnegative eigenfunction. 
Proof. Let 0 < a < b < 1. Then there exists S > 0 such that k(s, t) > 0 for 
almost all s, t E [a, b] with Is - tl < 6. By induction, k(“)(s, t) > 0 for almost all 
s,t~[a,b] with Is- tl< n8. Hence, k(“)(s, t) >0 for almost all s,t~[a,b] if 
n > (b - a)/6. It follows that k, > 0 a.e.. Theorem 7.3 and the relations 
between K and K, yield the desired results, except for the uniqueness 
assertion. The uniqueness follows by the method of proof used in Theorem 
6.4. We omit the details. 
In the special case of Theorem 7.4 with k(s, s) > 0 for 0 < s < 1, the same 
argument proves that r(K) has a corresponding eigenfunction x such that 
x(s)>0 for O<s<l. 
The reader has undoubtedly noticed ‘the hypothesis of Theorem 7.4, and 
those of the special case just mentioned do not refer to the endpoints of the 
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interval. This was done intentionally because a large class of nonnegative 
kernels satisfy the stated conditions of the special case and no more. For 
instance, the influence functions associated with mechanical oscillation prob- 
lems with fixed boundaries are usually positive on the open diagonal but 
vanish at its endpoints. On the other hand, the more general situation 
covered by Theorem 7.4 is also of physical interest. For instance, the 
influence function of a vibrating elastic string (identified with the segment 
[0, 11) and supported rigidly at a finite number of interior points { si} will 
vanish at the corresponding points on the diagonal. 
Finally, we note that the method of proof of Theorem 7.4 applied to a 
nonnegative kernel k with k(s,s) > 0 for 0 < s < 1 shows that k(“)(s, t) > 0 for 
0 < s, t < 1 and all II. sufficiently large. In view of the spectral relations 
between K and K”, it follows that r(K) is the unique eigenvalue of K with 
maximum modulus and that r(K) has an eigenfunction x > 0 on 0 Q s < 1. 
Moreover, if 
M(“)=maxk(“)(s,t), m(“)=mink(“)(s,t), 
then Theorem 6.2 of Hopf has the following useful extension to nonnegative 
kernels. 
THEOREM 7.5. If k(s,s) >0 for 0 < s < 1, then 
,A, <( j@’ _ ,(n) 
&f(n) + ,(n) 
)“;i,!. 
for XECT(K) and A#r(K) and n sufficiently large. 
We consider next the class of operators K such that K has a positive 
eigenvalue T and a corresponding positive eigenfunction x, in which case 
r = r( K ), by Theorem 7.1. For example, k > 0. Another example is furnished 
by a stochastic kernel k, i.e., 
s ‘k(s,t)dt= 1, O<s<l, 0 
or, equivalently, Kx = x for x 3 1, which implies that r(K) = 1. In general, if 
Kx = TX, r = r(K) > 0, x > 0, then an integral operator L with a stochastic 
kernel 2 is given by 
Ly=r-‘x-‘K(ry), Z(s,t)=r-‘x(s)-lk(s,t)x(t). 
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Conversely, L determines K: 
Ky=rxL(x-‘y), k(s,t)=m(s)Z(s,t)x(t)-‘. 
Thus, the study of such operators K reduces effectively to the study of 
operators with stochastic kernels. We shall be concerned with the distribu- 
tion of secondary eigenvalues. 
The analysis begins with the analogous matrix situation. A nonnegative 
n X n matrix A = [uii] is stochastic if 
5 aii=l, i=l,..*, n, 
i=l 
or, equivalently, if Av = v for v = (1,. . . ,l), which implies that r(A) = 1. The 
following theorem was established by Bauer, Deutsch, and Stoer [2] in a 
more abstract setting. 
THEOREM 7.6. Zf Av = TV, r = r(A) > 0, v > 0, then 
JX] < y(A) < r(A) for AEa(A),A#r(A), 
where 
In particular, if A is stochastic and’ v = (1, , . . ,l), then 
In [2] the role of A is played by a nonnegative linear operator on an 
ordered vector space X. The analysis involves the maximum of a certain 
nonlinear functional on the set of extreme points of a particular base B of the 
positive cone C. In the case of a stochastic matrix A, we have C= {v:v 2 0), 
B is the standard unit simplex, and the extreme points of B are the standard 
unit basis vectors. When X is infinite dimensional, the extreme points of B 
generally are infinite in number and special assumptions are needed to make 
the analysis go through. It is not clear how to apply the abstract theory to 
the integral operator K on C . On the other hand, the matrix theorem can be 
extended to K very easily by means of the collectively compact approxima- 
tion theory. 
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THEOREM 7.7. Zf Kx = IX, r = r(K) > 0, x > 0, then 
where 
JAI < y(K) < r(K) for hEa(K),A#r(K), 
1 
Y(K)=;y,y s I J+,u) 44 W,u) du x(u) -- - 0 x(t) * 
In particular, if k is stochastic and XG 1, then 
Y(K)=; y,y/ ‘lk(s,u) - k(t,u)ldu. 
0 
Proof, Modify the previous definitions of K,, and I?, as follows: 
(&x)(s)= i 2 [ k(s,j/n)+ i]x( i/n), 
i=l 
tk(i/n,i/n)+ -$ . 1 
Then {K,,} is c_ollectively compact, K,,+K, K,, 2nd I?, are related as in 
Section 4, and K, is positive. Let r, = r(K,) = r(K,). Then rn >0 and there 
exist x,, >0 such that K,x,, = r,,x,,,x”+x through a subsequence, and Knvn 
=r,v,, where ~=x”(i/n). By Theorem 7.6, 
Now (e) and (f) of Section 3 give the desired result. 
Theorem 7.7 yields no information unless y(K) < r(K ). The following 
result clarifies the situation. 
THEOREM 7.8. In Theorem 7.7, y(K)<r(K) ifl the kernel of KK* is 
positive: 
s 
‘k(s,u)k(t,u)du>O for O<s,t<l. 
0 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, K is stochastic. Then r(K) = 1. So 
y(K) = r(K) = 1 iff there exist s and t such that 
$~llk(s,u)-k(t,u)~du=l=~jl[k(s,u)+k(t,u)]du, 
0 0 
Ik(s,u)-k(t,u)l=k(s,u)+k(t,u) forall u, 
k(s,u)k(t,u) =0 for all u, 
J lk(s,u)k(t,u)du=O. 0 
Since the steps are reversible, the theorem is proved. 
Another class of kernels for which T(K) > 0 and r(K) has a corresponding 
positive eigenfunction is studied in the next section. 
8. INTEGRAL OPERATORS WITH IRREDUCIBLE KERNELS 
Recall that an n X n matrix A = [uii] is irreducible if for any proper subset 
E of (1 , . . . ,n} there exist i E E and j E EC, the complement of E, such that 
+#O. Analogously, the kernel k is irreducible if for any proper subset E of 
[0, l] there exist s E E and t E EC such that k(s, t) #O. In particular, any 
positive kernel is irreducible. We shall see that a nonnegative irreducible 
kernel can have a probabilistic interpretation. It will be shown that a 
number of important properties of nonnegative irreducible matrices carry 
over to integral operators with nonnegative irreducible kernels. 
Continue to assume that k is continuous and nonnegative. Suppose also 
that k is irreducible. Then for each s (or t) there exists t (or s) such that 
k(s,t) >O. By Theorem 7.1, r(K)>O. For each XE C let 
Then 
z(x)={s:X(s)=o}. 
which yields the following results. 
LEMMA 8.1. Assume k irreducible. Let r#O and x > 0. Then Kx #O and 
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Z(x)#kkZ(x) $ Z(Kx), 
z(x) c Z(Kx)*x>O. 
Let K,, O< E < l/M be defined as in Section 7. 
LEMMA 8.2. Assume k irreducible. Let x#O and x > 0. Then (I- rK)-‘x 
>0 and K,x>O. 
Proof. Let y=(I-&-lx. Then y#O, 
y= 2 e”K”x, Ky= 2 E”K”+‘x, 
n=O n=O 
so y>O and Z(y)cZ(Ky). By Lemma 8.1, y=(Z-eK)-‘x>O, and Ky 
= K,x>O. 
The lemma yields the following alternative characterization of irreducibil- 
ity. For E c [0, l] let 
E’={xEC :x(s)=0 for sEE}. 
A nonnegative continuous kernel k is irreducible iff KE” #. E” for each 
closed proper subset E of [0, 11. Each such E” is a closed proper subspace of 
C , analogous to a coordinate subspace in the matrix case. 
THEOREM 8.3. The following statements are equivalent. 
(1) k is irreducible. 
(2) k,>O. 
(3) k+k(2)+... + kc”) > 0 for some n. 
(4) for each (s, t) there exists n such that k(“)(s, t) > 0. 
Proof. If k is reducible (not irreducible), then each kc”) is reducible and 
k, is reducible, in terms of the same set E c [0, 11. Thus, (2)*(l). Fix t E [0, l] 
and define x(s) = k(s, t). Then 
k’“+“(s,t)=(K”x)(s), 
k,(s,t)= nzoP(K”x)(s)= [(I-EK)-‘x](s). 
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By Lemma 8.2, if k is irreducible then k, > 0. Thus, (l)-(2). The implications 
(2)=+(3)+(4)*(2) present no difficulties. 
Note also that k is irreducible iff k* is irreducible. 
If k(s, t) is a transition probability density function for a stochastic 
process, then (4) means that there is a positive probability density for 
transition from any t to any s in a finite number of steps. With this 
interpretation for k(s, t), the corresponding normalized eigenfunction (which 
is positive by Theorem 8.4) is the probability density for the stationary 
distribution of the process. 
THEOREM 8.4. Assume k irreducible. Then r(K) is a positive simple 
eigenvalue of K with a corresponding positive eigenfunction, r(K) is the only 
nonzero eigenvalue of K with a nonnegative eigenfunction, and 
r(K)=max{A:3xZO,x)O,Ax(Kr}, 
r(K)=min{A:3x#O,x>O,hx> Kx}, 
where the extrema are attained only for x > 0, Kx = T( K )x. 
Proof Everything but the extremal characterizations of r(K) comes 
from the relations between K and K,, The extremal characterizations can be 
proved as for Theorem 6.4. 
The same type of proof has advantages in the matrix case. 
THEOREM 8.5. Assume k irreducible and Il(s, t)I < k(s, t). Then r(L) 
(r(K). Let Ipl=r(K), p=r(K)e”, Ly=py, y#O. Then 1 yl>O and 
L=e”‘D KD-’ 
Y Y’ 
where Dy is the multiplication operator 
Proof. By Theorem 7.1, r(L) < r(K). Since r(K)) yJ= JLyl G K 1 y[, 
Theorem 8.4 yields I yl>O and r(K)Iyl=KI yl. Thus, ILyl=KI yl: 
j~ll(s,t)y(t)dt(= /lk(s,t)ly(W. 
0 0 
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Since jZ(s,t)y(t)l < k(s,t)l y(t)l, there exists e(s) > 0 such 
l(s,t)y(t)=e”(“)k(s,t)Jy(t)J, 
AND JOHN W. LEE 
that 
r(K)efey(e)=yy(s)=(Ly)(s)=ef8(“)(KI yl)(s)=e’(“)r(K)I y(s)(, 
Y(S) eWs), eie 




k(o) ‘$;I - 
IY(S)l ’ 
L=e”D KD-’ Y Y' 
If P is a nonnegative irreducible matrix, a classical theorem of Frobenius 
asserts that 
u(P) = e”“‘/qu(P) 
for some integer q 2 1. The same result is valid for an integral operator K 
with a nonnegative irreducible kernel. 
THEOREM 8.6. Assume k irreducible. Then there is a largest integer q 2 1 
such that 
a(K) =e’“‘/Qu(K). 
The eigenvalues of K with maximum modulus are 
$=r(K)e’*‘q, p=O,l,..., q-l. 
Each of these eigenvalues is simple. Let q> 1, Kx= r(K)x, Ky=X, y, 
x#O, y#O. Then I yl>O, 
K = ezni/qDyKDy-l, 
and the eigenvalues $ have corresponding eigenfunctions 
xp=(Dy)‘x, p=O,l ,..a, q-l. 
Proof. Let r = r(K), Kx = 1x, x #O. Since K is compact and r > 0, the set 
{X E u(K) : IXI= r} is finite. Let p = reie, Ky = py, y ZO. By Theorem 8.5, 
1 yI >O and K=e”DyKDyel. Since r is a simple eigenvalue of K with 
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corresponding eigenfunction x, p is a simple eigenvalue of K with eigenfunc- 
tion Dyx. If Y = re’+, Kz = vz, z#O, then K = e’@D,KD,-’ and, hence, 
K = ef(e+*)D,,zKD,,;‘. 
It follows that re’(‘+*)E a(K) and the set 
{efe: re’Eo(K)} 
is a finite group under multiplication. Therefore, there is a largest integer 
q > 1 such that e2ti/q is in the group and, moreover, generates it. Thus, 
The desired results follow in a straightforward manner. 
Theorems 8.4-8.6 are continuous analogues of the matrix results of 
Wielandt in [17]. These results as well as some of their ramifications and 
applications are explored fully in Varga [16]. Results analogous to Theorem 
8.4-8.6 in an abstract ordered vector space setting are developed in Lee [9]. 
Again, assume k irreducible and let r = r(K). The Hopf inequality in 
Theorem 6.2 yields no information unless k > 0. However, it can be applied 
indirectly to obtain estimates for the nonmaximal eigenvalues of K. Consider 




I&l~ -ry M,+m, ’ 
for A,Ea(K,),A,#r,. 
It follows from the relations between K and K, that each A E u(K) with X# r 
lies in the closed circular disc I with a diameter the real interval 
-M-m,)r we -Jr 1 M,+m,-2cM,r’ M,+m,-2cm,r ’ 
The center of I is to the left of the origin and r el?. Let A = {h: (h] < r}. 
Then 
{hEu(K):A#r} cAnI’, 
and I is interior to A iff er < m,/ M,, in which case r is the unique eigenvalue 
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of K with maximum modulus. In any event, Theorem 8.6 yields 
{hEa(K):lAl<r} clln n (e2aip/9r) 
[ :I: 17 
which couicl provide au inequality of the form 
with c<l. 
Theorem 7.7 and 7.8 give further information about the distribution of 
secondary eigenvalues of an integral operator with a nonnegative continuous 
kernel when r(K) is the unique eigenvalue of maximum modulus. Finally, 
the reader is referred to [II] which also treats integral equations with 
irreducible kernels. 
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